
As you go through your thirties, many people find their salary increases. However, your 
financial needs can often conflict; from paying a mortgage to supporting children. This may 
mean that saving for retirement will still be a long way down your list of priorities. Taking 
steps to increase retirement savings now could help to fund a better lifestyle in the future.   
Read our top 5 tips for retirement planning in your 30s. 

Five top tips 
for retirement planning in your 30s

35%
37% 

believe £100,000-£200,000 
will be enough to retire.
believe they need less 
than £50,000 to retire.

84% 
of people in their thirties are  
saving into a workplace pension.

2. Increase pension contributions where possible 

As your disposable income increases, for example if you receive a pay rise, or a salary increase 
from switching jobs, it’s wise to contribute more into your pension too. The money you deposit into 
a pension will benefit from tax relief, giving your savings an instant boost. The tax relief you receive 
depends on the level of income tax you pay, starting at 20%. This boost to your savings means that 
paying into a pension is often one of the most efficient ways to save for your retirement. Increasing 
your contributions from an early age will mean you also benefit from compound growth. Compound 
growth refers to the growth on the growth of an investment or savings over time. 

1. Understand how much money you need to be able to retire comfortably

While retirement still feels like a long way off, understanding the amount you should save can 
help you achieve the lifestyle you want when you do eventually reach retirement. However, our 
research suggests there’s a gap between estimates and reality. While 72% believe they will have 
saved enough to retire, they could be vastly underestimating the amount needed. Whilst the 
amount you need in your pension does depend on your own circumstances and goals, it is widely 
recommended that £300,000 in your pension pot will help you achieve a comfortable lifestyle.  

One way to achieve the lifestyle you want during retirement is to speak with a financial adviser.
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4. Calculate retirement income from other sources

52%
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5. Consider seeking financial advice

Our research revealed that many of those in their thirties are relying on other assets to provide an income 
in retirement. As a result, understanding how much value they will add to your finances is important. 
Factoring assets like these into your retirement finances without understanding the value or how 
you’ll use them to create an income can lead to disappointment and financial pressure in the future. 

Your thirties are often a time when you’re making 
several big financial decisions and your earning 
potential is increasing. It’s a step that can help you 
secure the lifestyle you want now and your aspirations 
for the future. The sooner you take financial advice 
and create a bespoke plan that reflects you, the more 
manageable long-term targets are likely to be. 

It’s worth working with a financial adviser, who may be able to provide a clearer snapshot by 
using cash flow modelling software.

3. Assess your savings outside of a pension

The good news is that more than seven in ten 
thirty-somethings are taking steps to save for 
retirement outside of a pension. But are these savings 
working as hard as possible for you? Retirement is still likely 
to be several decades away and low-interest rates and the effect 
of inflation may mean that the value of these savings is actually 
falling in real terms. Alternatives, such as investing in stocks and 
shares may provide a better solution.

 In addition to a pension,  
those in their 30s are saving in: 

rely on property wealth 
to support them 
through retirement.

are at least partly 
relying on an  
inheritance.

Less than half of those in their thirties 
have sought financial advice for planning 
or saving for retirement.
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All statistics quoted have been taken from our whitepaper, ‘Planning for a brighter tomorrow: the state 
of the nation’s retirement finances.’ 

Our advisers can help you gain a better understanding of 
your finances and create a personalised plan:
call 0330 332 7866*; or
email advise-me@fosterdenovo.com

Click here to download our retirement whitepaper.
*Calls are charged at your standard landline rate. 

https://www.fosterdenovo.com/my-resources/whitepaper-planning-brighter-tomorrow/

